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ABSTRACT 
 
 

wenty years ago Lithuania stood at the epicenter of the last 
convulsions of an empire and ideology in agony. The name of 
Vytautas Landsbergis and Sąjūdis was on everyone’s lips, even 

though few truly understood the stakes of the confrontation that the Soviet 
Union wanted to inflict on the eastern shore of the „sea of peace” - as Kremlin 
liked to name the Baltic expanse of water located at the intersection of the 
interests of the USSR, NATO and the neutral countries. The wind of change 
has started to blow, however, and Lithuanians were among those who initiated 
this movement (sąjūdis). The Lithuanians were not only among its 
beneficiaries, but they were first and foremost the initiators with all the 
incumbent risks and opportunities. The movement started in Vilnius, Riga, 
Tartu, Chisinau, among the fighters for human rights in Moscow, etc. made it 
possible for the events in Timisoara and Bucharest to unfold and triggered the 
positive energies of a new beginning in the destiny of Central and Eastern 
Europe. Therefore, reading today about the historical processes and events 
unfolding in Lithuania two decades ago is a necessary reflection in order to 
understand the logical thread of causality with profound consequences on 
Romanian history. 

Lithuania is located between East and West, at the crossroads 
(sankirta), a message which the 2010 exhibition of Lithuanian artists Artūras 
Antanas Skučas (himself one of the heroes of this book) and Danielius Sodlika 
wanted to convey to visitors. Being situated at the crossroads brings huge 
cultural benefits, creates unexpected syntheses, a wealth of shapes and colors 
and a sound of diversity. To be placed at crossroads sometimes involves 
burdensome costs at best reduced to simple altercations between east and west, 
but often extended to ideological and geopolitical confrontations – sometimes 
the stakes are even global, as it happened in the second half of the Twentieth 
Century. In such cases the diversity habitually associated with crossroads 
leaves ground for confrontations, struggles, resistance, attempts to impose the 
single truth and in the end to hopelessness and indifference. Lithuanians 
turned out to have the gut of a crossroads people, being able to synthesize the 
values of the East and the West, to defend their national values even at the cost 
of hundreds of thousands of victims, and despite that, they have also found the 
strength to establish an open society built upon values such as diversity and 
community. The liberal laws regulating the granting of Lithuanian citizenship 
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approved already in 1989 and the laws on minorities are a good example in this 
respect. 

This book is the result of fruitful cooperation between Romanian and 
Lithuanian historians belonging to four university centers. It approaches from 
a variety of angles the history of Lithuania from the first settlement of the 
Baltic tribes on the eastern shores of the Baltic Sea to present. The first chapter 
deals with the earliest history of Lithuania, its highlights being on the 
formation of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the political, economic, cultural 
and social history of Lithuania under the Gedimid dynasty and the 
Christianization of Lithuanians, the last pagans of Europe, in 1387. The second 
chapter brings to the readers’ attention the personal union between Lithuania 
and Poland set up when the grand dukes of the former occupied also the throne 
of Poland. It emphasizes the role of Jogaila and Vytautas as the main 
characters of the story, but the aim is a larger one: it discusses the economic, 
social, political and foreign policy of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania up to the 
middle of 16th century. The Union of Lublin and its consequences to Lithuania 
are dealt with in the third chapter which also points out to the vices inscribed 
in the political system of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth leading to the 
three divisions of Poland taking place at the end of the 18th century. The 
Lithuanians largely fell under Russian domination and shared in the fate of the 
Poles alongside which they struggled to re-establish the Union of Lublin. The 
aim of separating from the Russian domination was unsuccessful until the end 
of the First World War. The forth chapter presents the history of Lithuanians 
under Russian rule and explains the reasons for which the Russians decided to 
close down in 1832 the University of Vilnius and ban the Lithuanians the use of 
Latin alphabet between 1864 and 1904. The fifth chapter approaches the 
achievement of independence by Lithuania and the main lines of the political, 
social, economical and cultural interwar developments. The book highlights the 
consequences of the land reform, explains the failure of the democratic system, 
assesses the Lithuanian foreign policy especially with regard to Poland, Russia 
and Germany and explains the circumstances of Lithuania’s annexation by the 
Soviet Union. The implications of Soviet and German occupation regimes 
(1940-1990) were deep both on the majority and minority inhabitants of the 
country. The main developments in this respect are analyzed in the sixth and 
seventh chapters. They describe the implementation of the Soviet system in 
Lithuania in 1940-1941 and 1944-1990, the deportation of waves of tens of 
thousands of people to Soviet Union during Stalinism, the massacre of Jewish 
minority of Lithuania under German rule, the social, economic, cultural 
developments under Soviet domination, the birth of the dissident movement 
etc. and place emphasis on the Lithuanian devolution from the Soviet empire. 
The last chapter approaches the history of the second Lithuanian republic, its 
internal and external politics and highlights the integration within the EU and 
the NATO. 
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